Beds and furniture for rehabilitation centres

The best support for recovery and recuperation
Getting off to a good start with renewed vigour

People in a medical rehabilitation facility often have to grapple with enormous challenges. Many have suffered an illness or accident, and are faced with retraining their body and mind, as well as having to settle into a new environment. In this situation, a positive atmosphere can be a decisive help. Beds and furniture should provide patients and care staff with the best possible support.

Stiegelmeyer attaches great importance to bespoke solutions for rehabilitation centres. Furniture, beds and interior designs drawn from many areas of our range are the perfect choice for helping patients to achieve a speedy and long-lasting recovery. They are so comfortable, and can be individually tailored, that they surround the patient with a reassuring feeling of security and well-being. Discover our smart solutions on the following pages.
The Carino is a comfortable, robust and cosy rehabilitation bed measuring 90 or 100 cm wide. With its manually adjustable backrest, it offers a comfortable place to read or watch TV. The strong metal mattress base is easy to clean. The bed is also available in a special reinforced version if required. Optional Softcovers transform the Carino into a colourful designer bed and blend in with every interior. The optional fixed board along the side of the bed opens up the bed for use as a comfortable sofa during the day.

Carino – feel at home wherever you are
Our Adrano furniture system turns every room into a home. Wardrobes, sideboards and desks enhance each other to form a practical and stylish whole. Our many attractive wood decors and optional styling versions allow ample scope for a personal note. With its rounded corner profiles, ergonomic handles and discreet lighting, this sturdy furniture is ideal for use in rehabilitation facilities. Patients can put their clothes and valuables in spacious wardrobes and drawers which keep them safe but still within easy reach.
Elvido reha – the smart care bed

The Elvido reha combines the advantages of a Stiegelmeyer care bed with the special needs of rehab patients. Its four-section mattress base with its big height adjustment range offer great comfort, at the same time as preventing falls and allowing staff to work at an ergonomic hip height. By dispensing with safety sides and using low rehabilitation head and footboards, the patient enjoys unrestricted mobility and a clear unobstructed view of the room - important factors for well-being and recovery. There are numerous optional decors available to make the patient feel at home in the bed.
The Puro hospital bed supports patients when they wish to sit up and venture the first few steps on their own. With its large height adjustment range of 28 to 91 cm, the ideal height for conveniently getting in and out of bed can be selected easily on the LCD handset. If required, the split Multiflex® safety side still leaves sufficient room for the patient to get out of bed. Its ergonomic mobilisation support provides the patient with a secure handhold during the process of sitting upright and getting up.

Puro – soon gets you back on your feet
The suite eMotion has experienced an enthusiastic response in exacting use in rehabilitation centres. This high-end bed satisfies the most stringent demands of a sophisticated privately used or hotel bed. Its adjustment options extend even up to an armchair position—ideal for meals and conversations at eye level with other people. In addition, the height adjustment facility allows care staff to work at a back-friendly height. The suite eMotion with its 3 optional design lines is the epitome of stylish elegance. Details such as the optional USB port and the MotionGuide® control unit considerably enhance the patient’s quality of life during the rehabilitation period.

Suite eMotion – a new dimension in comfort
The Lindeo comfort frame is simply for inserting into an existing bed frame and offers all the advantages of an electrically adjustable care bed. This makes it the ideal choice for use at home or in facilities that attach particular importance to a warm and cosy ambience. The four-section mattress base with a large height adjustment range of 29 to 74 cm supports fall prevention as well as a back-friendly working height for care staff. The Lindeo can also be precisely adjusted to a variety of bed frames due to its variable height.

Lindeo – the comfort frame
Tables and chairs for discerning demands

Our tables and chairs meet a wide range of requirements. The Mavo and Fena chair ranges are exceptionally suitable for everyday comfort in patients’ rooms, dining rooms or reception rooms. Pleasing colours and forms lend interiors a personal touch. The stylish Benivo relax transport chair safely wheels the patient to the bathroom or the communal lounge owing to its easy manoeuvrability. Meals and drinks can be taken in the patient’s room with the aid of the Pleto server with its height-adjustable tabletop. It can be used together with beds and chairs.
Contract furniture for interior design projects

Care service offices, patients’ rooms or dining rooms – Stiegelmeyer offers just the right beds, chairs, and cupboard and wardrobe systems to fully furnish a variety of rooms in rehabilitation centres. We manufacture furniture for your facility, from shelving to medicine cabinets, right down to the last millimetre. Our experts are there to advise you on site and plan a 3-D computer model of your room for you to check every detail in advance. Our installers take care of the fitting work, and work fast and precisely. Let us help you plan your interiors from a single source. We offer exceptional comfort and convenience, efficient work and an attractive visual design.